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Adam’s Mythical Diary 5

We have named it Cain. She 
caught it while I was up country 
trapping...It resembles us in some 
ways...The difference in size war-
rants the conclusion that it is a dif-
ferent and new kind of animal–a 
fish, perhaps, though when I put it 
in the water to see, it sank, and she 
plunged in and snatched it out be-
fore there was opportunity for the 
experiment to determine the matter...The coming of the 
creature seems to have changed her whole nature and 
made her unreasonable about experiments...She carries 
the fish in her arms half the night when it complains 
and wants to get to the water...She pats the fish on the 
back and makes soft sounds with her mouth to soothe it.

Mark Twain announced he 
translated Extracts from 

Adam’s Diary (1904) from Adam’s 
original hieroglyphics. The extracts 
are humorous but often deviate 
from Scripture. This month’s ex-
cerpts begin with Adam’s bewilder-
ment at newborn Cain’s arrival.

It isn’t a fish. I cannot quite make 
out what it is...It merely lies around, 
and mostly on its back, with its feet 
up. I have not seen any other animal do 
that before. I said I believed it was an 
enigma; but she only admired the word 
without understanding it...If it dies, I 
will take it apart and see what its ar-
rangements are.

Twain’s account of Adam’s per-
plexity over Cain is amusing but in-
accurate. Adam and Eve knew Cain 
was human from the beginning, for 
Eve called him “man” at birth (Gen-
esis 4:1).

THREE MONTHS LATER–
It has ceased from lying around, and 
goes about on its four legs now...The 
short front legs and long hind ones indi-
cate that it is of the kangaroo family...It must have been 
a young one when it came, for it has grown exceedingly 
since. It must be five times as big, now, as it was then, 
and when discontented it is able to make from twenty-
two to thirty-eight times the noise it made at first. Co-
ercion does not modify this, but has the contrary effect...I 
was not at home when it first came, and she told me she 
found it in the woods.

THREE MONTHS LATER–The Kangaroo 
still continues to grow...I am like to lose my mind over 

the capricious and harassing developments of 
this unclassifiable zoological freak...I pity the 
poor noisy little animal, but there is nothing 
I can do to make it happy. If I could tame 
it–but that is out of the question...I wanted 
to let it go, but she wouldn’t hear of it.

Adam was smarter than Twain de-
picts. Anyone that can name thousands of 
different animals in one day would recog-
nize a miniature human immediately.

FIVE MONTHS LATER–It is not 
a kangaroo...It is probably some kind of 
bear...I shall not be satisfied to have this one 
prowling about the place much longer with-
out a muzzle.

A FORTNIGHT LATER–I exam-
ined its mouth. There is no danger yet: it 
has only one tooth...It makes more noise now 

than it ever did before–and 
mainly at night...If it gets a 
mouthful of teeth it will be 
time for it to go.

In these and other ex-
cerpts (not quoted here), 
Twain’s Adam proposed 
various possibilities for 
the identity of the new 
Cain creature as it devel-
oped: fish, snake, frog, bird, 
kangaroo, bear. All are of 

course ridiculous, and the 
real Adam would never have 
entertained such foolishness.

In 1868 German zoolo-
gist Ernst Haeckel fabricat-
ed inaccurate diagrams of 
humans in the womb. He 
sought to illustrate imag-
ined development of em-
bryos through speculated 
evolutionary ancestry. Haeckel 
claimed, “Ontogeny recapitulates phy-
logeny,” meaning embryonic develop-
ment reiterates evolutionary develop-
ment of ancestors. 

Colleagues soon completely dis-
credited Haeckel’s theory by showing he had forged 
his drawings. Nevertheless, Haeckel’s deceptive 
theory continues to be taught in many textbooks 
and classrooms. It still appears as “evidence” for 
evolution in some museums and news articles.

Haeckel’s diagrams, despite having been dis-
credited, were common in Twain’s day and may 
have inspired his humor. Perhaps Twain used sat-
ire to unmask Haeckel’s idea as absurd. For if the 
unborn child progressed through supposed evolu-

tionary stages, there’s no reason to think 
the progression would stop at birth. Why 
wouldn’t it continue through early child-
hood development as Twain suggests?

FOUR MONTHS LATER–The 
bear has learned to paddle around all by it-
self on its hind legs, and says “poppa” and 
“momma.”...I will go off on a far expedition 
among the forests of the north and make an 
exhaustive search [for another one]...I will 
muzzle this one first.

THREE MONTHS LATER–It 
has been a weary, weary hunt, yet I have 
had no success. In the mean time, with-
out stirring from the home estate, she has 
caught another one!

NEXT DAY–I have been comparing 
the new one with the old one, and it is per-
fectly plain that they are of the same breed. 
I was going to stuff one of them for my col-
lection, but she is prejudiced against it for 
some reason or other...The old one is tamer 
than it was and can laugh and talk like a 
parrot...I shall be astonished if it turns out 
to be a new kind of parrot; and yet I ought 
not to be astonished, for it has already been 
everything else it could think of since those 
first days when it was a fish. The new one is 
as ugly as the old one...She calls it Abel.

According to Adam’s Diary, Eve was 

at least 6 months pregnant when Adam sallied 
forth. She wasn’t pregnant when he returned. The 
real Adam wouldn’t have missed such enormous 
clues to Abel’s origin.

TEN YEARS LATER–They are BOYS; we 
found it out long ago. It was their coming in that small 
immature shape that puzzled us...There are some girls 
now. Abel is a good boy, but if Cain had stayed a bear it 
would have improved him.

Adam’s evaluation of Cain per the Diary reflects 
the Bible’s report of Cain’s anger. Adam’s sin bore 
fruit in Cain when he murdered Abel.

Genesis names only three children of Adam and 
Eve. Cain and Abel were probably the first two. 
Seth was born when Adam and Eve were 130, so it 
is likely there were a number of sons and daughters 
born before Seth. Genesis 5:4 explicitly says that 
Adam had other sons and daughters without saying 
how many.

Adam could have had hundreds of children in 
his 930-year lifetime. Before sin’s consequences 
compounded, Eve’s fertility and vigor would have 
been prodigious. God’s first command to Adam and 
Eve, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth,” ne-
cessitated many children.

Many of the sons (probably including Cain) 
married sisters. Others (possibly Seth) may have 
married nieces. In the early days of the human race 
before genetic deterioration had accumulated, it was 
perfectly legitimate to marry close relatives. In fact, 
there was no one else to marry. 

Adam married a closer relative than anyone else 
has ever married – someone made from his own rib! 
Ever since people have always married relatives, de-
scendants of Adam. 

Mark Twain was a highly original and enter-
taining writer. When evaluating any writer, Scrip-
ture is the ultimate fact-checking reference. Soli 
Deo Gloria.

E-mail Dr. Pelletier at BibleScienceGuy@
woodsidenews.org. Read the Bible-Science Guy blog at 
http://BibleScienceGuy.wordpress.com. Follow him at 
http://twitter.com/BibleScienceGuy. See May 2010, 
Aug. 2010, Jan. 2011 and Sept. 2011 columns for 
preceding extracts and commentary.
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Toddler Cain in stone pictograph from Adam’s Diary
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